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Ah$tract
'

'
Caestum ChloriSde has been found to retain a particular

orientation relation in transttion hetween the Cscl- and the
'
NaCl-type structures by the x-ray diffraction
rnethodr The
reZation is [llO]cs//IIOO] and [OOI)csi!IOII]Na. A uni.axial

expansion Cor shrinkage) paraliel to one of the two-fold axes
in the CsCl-type structure has been observed during the transforrnation by optical microscopy. The arnount of uniaxial ex--

pansion was about 15 percent in ratio to the size of the low

form. This means that the volume change in transition was
attained approximately by the uniaxial expansion only.

The orientation reZation and the shape deformation in
this transition have been reasonably expZained by systematic
rnovements oÅí ions. The closest net planes of both structures,

which retain and have the approximately egual density of ions
ae the transition temperature, pZay an important 'role for the
change of the structures'.

The correspondence of latti-ce points in the structures
before and after the transikion. can be expressed by the follow'
'
ing relations:

L" ='Lt+ M,
N,•+ Mt"IL"/2]
L"+I 1J-2I
N,, = Ni- M'+
] •-•

2X

M' = N'+ M'- 'IL-2"l + 2[Mt' Nt-" I(L'"+ il/2]g

where CX, Y) = (10t 14).

1

Y

r. rntroduction

Caesium Chloride has been known to appear as two polymorphs of the CsCl-type and the NaCZ-type forms under one
atrnospheric pressure. The foriner is stable below about 4450C

and the latter between about 4450C and the melting point

(196Z). Both lattices are the simplest basic ones
introduced always in the fields where crystal structures are
necessary. This structuxal transformaEion is a typical exarnple where not only the first coordination number but also the

large amount of volume changes. The first coordination changes
in number from eight to six, or inversely. The volume change
is about 17 percent of the low.-temperature fdrm at the transformation.

Buerger proposed without any experimental data a mechanism of this kind of structural transformation in his works
on crystallographic classification oE phase transitions C1951).
His mechanisrn will be briefly given in Chap.rVg1. •This..tran-

sition has been also experimentally studied from the crystallographic view point. Menary observed by means of the Å~-ray

2

difÅíraction methDd that a CsCl sipgle crystaZ was divided into
sevexaZ gratns wiLthout ortentation relations to each other and

to the original structure after the transition from the low
' However, Chatterji observed this
to the htgh forrn C1951).
transition by an electron microscope and reported that the
transition was topotactic only when the high Eorm changed to
' transition has been
the low form (1971). The sarne kind of
' CX=Cl, Br and I), RbCi, and
reported to take piace in NH4X
RbX (X=Cl, Br and :) under high pressure CB, l921; Wt l936;
J, 1938). ' The transitions of NH4Br and RbN03 were observed

by Fraser Cl972) and Zversen (1973), respectively. The reports
'

of Chatterjit Fraser and rversen have shown the description of
experimental' results without structural consideration of the
transition mechanism.

Zn the present study, the transition of CsCl is observed
by means of the x-xay diffraction method and by optical microscopy. The atornistic mechanisrn of this transition is obtained

r! .

from ehe crystallographic consideration on exPerimental results
't
by the x-ray diffraction on the basis of the systematic movement of all constituent ions.

Optical observation was also employed to detect various
'
` phenomena
macroscopic
in the transition process and play a
role for appreciation of the present mechanism.

3

The analysts oE latti.ce viblati.ons is necessary to consider
the stabUi.ty of. both structures' and to understand the ener-

getics of transition. Altbough these analyses have been done
by the measurernents of heat capacity and elastic constants,

and more directly by the measurements of inelastic scatter'
ing of neutrons by rnany investigaeorst this study is restricted
only to the geometricai aspects of the transition.
For the sirrtplicity of description, the eransition frortt

'
the low to high form
and from the high to low form are repre-

sented as transition (L"H) and transition (HÅÄL). rf we concerned with both types of the transitionr transition (!i";U> is
used all through this paper.

4

ZI. Eb<perirnental

'

l. Synthesis of CsCl crystals

The CsCl crystals obtaine.d from Nakaxai chemicaZs Co.,
contain 5 ppm of Na and K, t.O.OIZ ppm of ?.b, Cu, Znr Fe, Al

and Mn, O.O05 ppm of Co and Ni. The crystals are aneaZed at
3000C under vacuum for 10 days. They are single crystals of
200N400y in size with no speciai faces.

Attempts were made to grow single crystals of CsCl with
good faces by recrystaZlization from the aqueous solution of
T

'
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CsCZ. SlopÅë recrystalttzati.on was made at various temperatures

by covering the beaker containing aqueous solution with a

sheet of vynil of a few smaZi holes with no success. ChemicaZ
transportation was also attempted as follows.

Plate i. A CsCi crystql with
three good faces of {110}t
obtained by a chemicaZ
transportation method.
(Å~80)

About 50 rng CsCl was enciosed in a evacuated guartz glass

tube of 120 mm length and l2 mm diameter and the tube was kept
in:-a furnace specially designed with neaxly uniforrn tempe-

rature gradient. One end of the tube is kept at 5700C. This
ternperature is in the stable field of the high form and lower
than the melting point by 300C,. The other erid was kept at

, stable. The pressure in the tube
3000C where the low form is
s
is considered to be about Z mmHg. The tube was kept for one
and a half months and ppened. The crystals obtained are about
300N600u in size with clear {llO}. Howevert they have only
one to four of {110} clear planes.

Although the conditions for best growth have not been
studigd thoroughly, it is evident that crystals with good faces

6

were made as mentipned above. Qne ofi the crystals

obtained

by. thi.s metbod is s.bown in P. Iate 1.

2. The x-ray diffraction' study of single
crystals of CsCl at various ternperatures

A micro-furnace

for a recession camera

furnace attached to the precession camera

. Amicroin this investiga-

tion is shown in Plate 2. The cross and

front sections are

also illustrated (Fig.1(a) and <b>1. The

mixture of alumina-

cementtwater glass and water was used to

,
build the furnace.

The coil of Pt (O.6 mm in dia.) was used

single crystals of CsCl. In order to prevent

to heat directly
temperaturd

fluctuation of specirnens, the furnace was

designed as Eollows.

Ca) To avoid terrtperature fluctuation

of specimen, the

appropriate size of cavity was experzmentallyidecided.

(b) The windows for'the passage of

the x-rays and for

.
the insertion of specimens are min'zrnzzed -- .
The windows for the passage of the x-rays
are covered with

thin films of pyrex glass to prevent temperature
caused by the motiori of camera.

The temperature of the furnace is controlled

system. The chromel-almel thermocoupie

disturbance
b)l the'p.r.D.

was used for controi
and measurements of temperature. The fluctuationib Å}o.7oc

7

at 500Å}2 eC. The pyrex filrrts attaehed at the

windows remarka-

bly reduced temperature fluctuation.
Preparation and mounting of specimens.
Preparation

and mounting of specimens are very important and difficult

part of this kind of experiments. The following methods were
used.

(i) Mounting with binding agents.

Inorganic binding agents had to be used in spite of
possible contarnination of CsCl, because organic agents do not
work above 3000C because of combus'tion. The dental cernent of

fine powder was used as illustrated in Fig.2(a). Care was
made to reduce the joining part between the' specimen and glass

rod in order to decrease stress and contamination. Zn this
methodt specimens moved from the original position by breakt
ing of the joining part during or after the transition process
(kÅÄ!!). Therefore, the reverse transition pro.cess was not

observed.

(") Mechani.cai mounting by capillary

The mechanicaZ mounting used in the study is iZlustrated

in Fig.2(b). The specimen was dipped in liquid pblymer and
dried. The specimen covered by thin film of polymeF is softly supported by contact with two ends of thin capillary in a

capillary of quartz gZass. The polymer was burnt down by

8

heating, resulting in very narrow interstices between the

specimen and the ends of eapillary. Crystals of CsCl expand
by about 2.6$ in Zinear dimension by heating from room tempe'
rature' to the transition point CSolid-Solid).
Owing to existence of the interstices, rnechanical interaction between the

crystal and the ends of CapiPary was negligible. Fureher•more, this method resulted in littZe contamination except for
that from polymer and carbon.

Howevert it was difficult to avoid the stress from the
wall on the specimens by the expansion of the specimens in

transition. This resulted in occasional formation of twin or
breaking of specimens during the transition. AZI experiments
on the transition process <H•IJ) were carried out by this
mounting.

Use of a su er--high power x-ray generator. Rapid
measurements were necessary to obtain more data during the

rt .

transition pr6cess. For this purpose a super"high power x-ray
generator was employed. The maximurn outplit (60kV-500rcLA) of

the generator is about 40 times g=eater than that of the ordir

nary one (40kV-20 mA). A taxget of moZybdenum was selected
because the cell. dimensions of the concerned material were

small and the decrease oE x-rays by passing the pyrex thin
films placed at the windows of furnace was not•negZigibie.

9

enly 5NIO minutes were neccessary to take a precession photograph by this super-high power generator.

Measuremenes. ] The average size of the specimeps of
CsCZ used in this investigation was about 200p in diameter.
The temperature of the specimens was stepwisely increased
with the step of 200C between roopa temperature and 4300C, and

of O.250C or O.50C above 4300C. Zt took a few days to raise
the temperature of specimens from room temperature to 4300C.
The precession photographs were taken above 4300C with exposure
time oÅí about 7 minutes and with the p-angle oE IOO to l50.

Phase change was detected by obsgrving reduction of the old

diffraction intensities or appearance of new spots. The
ternperature ef specimen was kept at the temperature where

phase change was first detected until the transition completed.

3. The measurements of the ceZl dimensions

'
The cell dimenSions of CsCl were measured at severaZ
intermediate ternperatures between room temperature and the

transition point (Solid-Solid), and at just above the
'

'
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transition point by a

Rigaku Eour-eircle automati.c diffracto-

meter.

A micro-Eurnace for a

four-circZe diffractometer.

A special micro-furnace was made for a four-circle
'
diffractometer. The
furnace is shown in PZate 3. The cross
'
and horizontal sections
of the furnace are shown in Fig.3(a)

and 3(b), respectively. Special care was made to avoid the
scattering of the x-rays by the furnace. The goniometer head
can move from -870 tiZl 950 aZong the x-circle. The intensities can be measured within 2eL-1090. The temperature Of the

furnace is controlled by the P.Z.D. control system. Fluctuation of ternperature is Å}10C between room temperature and

3000C and Å}20C between 3000C and 5000C. The temperature is
measured by the chromel-aZmel thermocouple.

Measurements. A CsCl single crystal used for the
measu,rement oÅítv
the cell dimensions was ellipsgidal in forni
and 30Ciji in maximum diarneter. The specim'en was mounted

mechanically or by a capillaryt as mentioned above. The CuKor
radiation was used with the graphite rnonochrornator. The
. the •receiving slit used were O.5 mm gnd le5 mm
collirnator and

in diameter, respectively. The resolution between the Kct1
and Kct2 was satisfactorily even by the above slit.
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Assuming that 40Q, 040 and O04 reflectiLons were equiva-

Zentr the refinement of the positions oE reflections was comp-

leted when the three spots were same in e-value. The e-values
'
of 222 and 033 reflections
with serong intensities were precisely determined, staxting from the position estimated by the

primary three spots. rn the process of the above refinements,
the crossed half slit was used. The difference between the
count of each halE and the averaged count of four halfs was

reduced within about 2 percent. Each e-value is checked up
through the examination of the peak profiles obtained by e

and 2e-e step scans with 2/1000 in width.

4. 0ptical observations

The crystal of CsCl was observed by an optical micro-

t!

scope during the transition process.

The magnification less than 40 was appropriate in oxder

to obtain a view of whole crystal of about 400v. To obtain
ehis magnificationt .the distance between the objectiVe lens
and a specimen is only 40 mm. A special micro-furnace prepared for this purpose was l5mmÅ~25rnmxl5mm in dimensions. Two
'
coils
of nichrome which have the same turns are joined

12

togther in a Zine with the interval of 5 mm in the body of the

furnace. The temperature of furnace is controlled by the P.:.D.
system and the Eluctuation of temperature is Å}2.50C at about
5QOOc.

Transparent crystals of CsCl 'were put on a srnaiZ seat of

graphite to enhance ehe contrast oE crystals reZative to the
back.

'

About 30 CsCl crystaZs with the size of 200 to 400U in
diameter were opticalZy exarnined. The temperature of the
specimens was increased or decreased stepwise with the intervals of 2.50 or 250C in most cases. Three speÅëimens were set

in a line at a time on the graphite seat. They underwent the
transition in turn because of the temperature gradient in the
furnqce. The transforrnations between Zow and high forms were
repeated and observed with ali specirnens.
'

The direction of expansion. Aetempts were made to
observe the anisotropic 6xpans'ion along <zlo>,of crystals'of
the CsCl-type structure..e
Temperature
gradient seemed to play

an important xole for determining one direction among eqi-

valent ones. The furnace designed for this experiment had
.
the main temperature
gradients along proper directions. The
heater oÅí the furnace consists oE two coiZs of 3 mm diarneter
'
and l.5 mm length which are joined in a line with the inter-

vals of 2 mm. The turns of one coil are twice more than the
i3

other. When the coUs are $et borizontallyr two main directions of.gradient appear tn the furnace. One is parallel to
the axis of coils and the other vertical to the axis. Both
main gradients are about 200Clrm at 5000c.
Illa] and IllO] of the low form crystals were oriented
parallel to the axis of coiZs and vereical to the axis. res-

pectively. The temperature of specimens was controlZed by the
P.Z.D. system and was stepwise increased or decreased with

the interval of 2.50C. Observations were carried out about
three specirnens. The furnace was set verticaZly for one of
the three in an attempt to obtain only one main direction of
gradient.
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. Experimental

results

1. The orientation

reiations between the two

polymorphs.

One or two precession photographs could be taken usuaZly

while the transition was in progress. No spots indicating
existence of any` intermedzate state were detected on the
phetographs taken just before and during the .transition. No
distinct thermal diffuse'
scatt' erings were observed on the'
't
photographs. :n most cases,
the single crystaZ patterns of

the high form was observed with weak powder lines after the
'
transition.
.
The unique orientation relations between the CsCl-type

and NaCl-type lattices were obtained experimentally. The
different relations were observed according to the two differ'
'
ent eXperimental conditions.
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(a) The Åíirst orientation relation was observed when

crysta:s were mounted by btnding agents. The experiments were
succeeded onZy when the low fo)rm transformed to the high forrn.

Zn this transformaeion, the Eollowing reiations were aZways
'
found:
/1[Oil] and [IOO)
[OOI]
1/IIOOI
Cs Na
Cs
Na
These relations were not strict, but only approximate with
'
30N50
diffence in general as shown by the stereographic pro-

jection in Fig.4(a).
Same relations were .r.eported by Chatterj.i (1971).

However, his experiinent was quite a different procedure from

the present one, in that CsCl crystals of the NaCl-type structure were precipitated frorn saturated aqueous solution of CsCl

by adding a Zarge excess of alcohoi to the soZution. The
precipitate of the NaCl-type structure was unstable at room
temperature and mereZy a smaZl part of the total precipitates.
The unstable form was converted to the stable one by electron

rt orientation relations of the two forms were
beam heating. The
't diffraction beforb and after the
examined by the eZectron
transition. rte also reported that no orientation relation was
'
observed from the low to high form.

(b) The second orientation relations were obtained when
the specimens were mounted mechanically in capiZlary tubes of

quartz glass. Two specimens were used in this experiment.
'

'
19

Eor the first specirqen, polycr\$tanizatibn of the specimen
took place during the transieion CL-,H) and no orientation

relatien was observed. This is the situation reported by
'
Menary (1951).
For the second specimen, the low form transformed to

the high form with twin relation. The orientation relation
for each twin individual CI and rZ) is shown by stereographic

projection in Fig.4(b). The orientations of the twin individuai T are described as a form of h:kÅíI and those of rl hk2rZ.
The orientation of the twin individual rZ is indexed with the
left handed system to exphasize correspondenee between the

twin individuals. Twinning plane (211) includes directions
of [ur]jGaand Z! and [onli:aand ir.' rn Fig.4(b), the reiation

of fuo]cs to uoo]ka is eguivaient to that of [rio]cs yo
rr Thus, the orientation relation between ! and the
[IOO]

Na'
parent correspond with that between II and the parent.

:n the transformation (H•L), the twins coalesced into a

tt orientation of the low fprm reproduced
singie crystal. The
is shown by the mark (A) in Fig.4<b), whi"ch is in good

correspondence with the initial orientation. This fact
strongly suggests that the transition of CsCl takes place
'

reversibly. '

'
The discrepancy of orientation reiation has been quelnti.

tatively estirnated as foZlows.

2a

a. transi.tion from the Zow to hitgh form Cr and rZ)

I110]c.AI100] i:. '{,so
IilO] c.A [100] i:: tvl2o
I OiO] csA ! n-i l j: .and :r,L4 o

b. transition from the high (r and rT) to low Eorm
[IOO] i:.A [110] c. "l'110
IZoo] jli giA [i[lo) c. tLgo

Iui[]i:.a"d TZA[oiolcstL4o

2. The comparison of the orientation relations
in two cases

' '
The displacement
from [llo]cs to [100]ka and'from [ilO]cs
to [IOO]j:g in the second"case '(Fig.4(b)) is 1?rger than that

froM [110]cs to [IOO]Na in the first case (Fig.4(a)), while
the dispiacement from [olo]cs to [ni]kaand Zr is smaiier'
than that from [100]cs to [lll]Na. This may be explained. by
difference 'in the experimental conditions between the first
and second cases. Because this transition Åíakes place with

a iarge volume change, the transition in the second case led
'
'
21

FiNg.4.

Stet epgrapitc projecti.ons' of the orientation re-

lattons hetween the CsCl-type and the NaCl-type
lattices.
(a) Relation obtained by the mounting rnethod using

binding
agents.
'
'(b) Relations of twins
obtained by the
mechanical
mounting.
ool )<yloll

1To

100

"

OTi (StN,

Utl

(a}

e,hkl; cscl -Type
xH,hki

,;

l)lia,?AiT.'YiPoeo
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110
XylOO

OOI
iieSli(;.

I,ll
Oll

I
100
110

OlO

N!I?kLl.1 '1"Lll

Tlo T[

olNl!-ffSk:l!II loo

e/'Å~'+Xstii
(b)

OA hkl; CsCl-Type
x ' hkll;NaCl --Type

+ hklll; e
N; WithinloO
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to the twinnipg or qggregates of the hSgh forrn crystals.

Because the expansion at the transition is anisotroptc, crystals
must be qffected by the anisotropic stress alopg the direction

of expansiop in the second case. To reduce the qnisotropic
stress,the crystals' is likeZy to expand along other equivalent
directions differene frorn the direction discussed above.
Because twinning seerns to play an important role in reducing

the straint the discrepancy between the first and second

cases can be explained. A more detail expZanation of the
twinning will be given later Cin Chap. V q3 > after the explanation of the transition mechanism and the macroscopic
'
observation of the transition.

2. CelX dimensions

The cell dimensions of the low form were,determined at
-t l8t 98, l73, 262, 332, 433, 435
eight different temperatures:

4460C. The cell dimensions of the high form were determined
at the ternperature only just above the transition point. At
the temperatures clbse to the' transition point of 4460ct the
' integrated intensity
.-peak height and the
oÅí each diffraction
spots becaine about one sixth of the original ones at room
'

24

and

temperature. At the hjgher temperatures thm 4300Ct the peak
'222 and '033 were not precisely deter. '
positions of reÅílectiens
' of a large fluctuation of counts. A strong reEmined because
' measured in place of 222 and 033t
lection 222 was precisely
though it is smaller in 2e than 222 and 033. Eor CsCl of the
NaCl'-type structure, the e-values of the' equivaleht reflecti.
'
ons
of 400, 040 and O04 were independently reEined and the

'
mean e-value was used to obtain the cell dimensions.
The cell dimensions are shown at various temperatures
(Table l). The estimated errovs of the cell dimensions re-' the mean value.
present the maximum deviation frorn

CsCl-Type
t/Oc

cell(a/A)dimensions

cell(a/A}dimensions

t/Oc

332Å}2 4.197Å}ooo1

18Å}1 4.119Å}o.oo2

981 4.142O 433'2 4.223••1
173'1 4.160,..O 4352 4.2244
2621 4.1791 4462 .4.2274
.

.

NaCl-T pe

446 2 7e077

3

Table1. Tenperoture dependence of
of the CsCl--type.lattice and
type lattice just above the

25

the cell dimensions
tbos'i 'bE the NaCltransition po'int.

3. The deformati.on oE crystal Eorm throUgh transition

- General observations. The crystals of the CsCl'
' transition with drastic and anisotype structure underwent
'
tropic expansion. The beginning
of the transition could be
'
detected by appearance oE an optically different part in the

initial crystal. This new part had a tendency to form a plate
of visible thickness in many specimens. This plate-iike part
in considered to be the region where the transition is just

in progress. rt took one to two seconds for the front part to
tiraverse from•one end to the other of a crystal of about 300p

in size. The expansion of the cryseals took place in the
direction of movement of the plate. The amount of linear
expansion was 12 to Z5 g in the ratio to the size of low forrn

along the direction. No visible change of crystal size took
.
'
place along the direction normaZ to the expansion. These

t'

values were measured on photomicrographs or V2T.R. or through
,e•specimens lbst transparency after
the scaZe on a lens. Sorne
'
the transition. However, most of them regained transparency
by anealing at sligh.tly higher temperaeu.re or at lower
temperature than thb transition. The transition (!!ÅÄIE) takes
place very rapidly. The transition temperature (!!ÅÄ!t) is al-

'
,
ways lower than the ternperature
C!LÅÄ!!)
by 15N250C. When the
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temperature ts dec=eased sloM(exr the transtti.on teraperature

(H-tl--1 becomes lower. Most of the specimens contracted to the

originai shape. The transition between the low and high form
were repeated. After two or more repetation of the transi.
tion, the expansion direction was parailel to or normal to the
' tt oE the transition (L-.H) were
initial one. The temperatures
'
' independent ---nearZy constant
from the number of repetition.
'
'
But the temperature of the transition CHÅÄL) were apt to lower
with the increase of the number of repetition.
Unless sufficient anealing was made after the transition,
the transparency of crystals was rapidly lost with increase in
nurnber of the transition. And the transition temperature and
the defoxmatien of shapes, especially for the transition (HÅÄL),
-become unclear.'
'
Due to the hysteresis of this transitiont only the transition (!tÅÄ!!) was intermittently pyoceeded by using the wav-

ing fluctuation of temperature with controZ. The photomicro' were Åíaken undex such conditions.'
-t
graphs (piate 4(a)N(d))
'

The direction of expansion. Two directions,
normal to each other and equivalent to [110]cs, were oriented
parallel to the two raain temperature gradients of tbe furnace,
which were paraZlel and normal to the axis of coil.
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when the coiL QÅí the Eurnace was borizontaZ, the crystal
expanded approxj)mately parallel to <110>, or normal to the

axi.s of coil. The direction of expansion was constant at aZl

cycles attempted. .

Itirhen the coil was vertical, expansion oE the crystaZ vvas

approximately parallel to <ZIO>r or parallel to .the axis at
the Åíirst two cycles, but along <110>t or normaZ to the axis
at the third cycle.
rn both cases, the maximum expansion occured approxirna-

tely paraZiel to the direction equivaZent to [ZZO]cs.
'

From' the opticaZ observation of the transition of single

crystals of CsCl, the following conclusions were obtained.

(a) The expansion and contraction oE crystals in tran' reversible.
sition were anisotropic and
(b)' The amounV of the change in volume is about 15 percent of the original size of the low form, but no
detectable change' was 6bserved perpendicularly to the
'
direction.

'

'
(c) The direction of expansion and contraction is appro-

ximateZy paralZel to [ZIO] of the low form.

J,

Cd) Two phases can coexist oniy for a short period of
'
the order of a second.
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Plate 4. Mtcropbotpgraphs showipg one cycle
transition 5etween the CsCl-type and
NaCl-type structures.
Ca) Before starting the transition.
Cbj During the transition.
Cc) After the transition to the hi,gh
(d) After retruning to the low form

of
the

form

'i''

7
rlti.

'

(b)

(a)

'

ÅÄ
t

•-`cf

t

(c)

(d)
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XV.Znterpretatibn of the experimentaZ resuZts

Based on the unique orientation relations of the low and
high form rnentioned in the previous chapters, the structurai
mechanisrn of the transition has been presented in this chapter.
The front of transforrnation traverses in the crystal changing

the parent structure into the new one. On the movernent of
the transformation front, ions make strongly cooperative be' conserve the orientation relations bethavious together and
ween the initial and final products.

l. The Buerger's raodeZ for the transformation

Zn his crystallographic classification of the phase tran--

r!

sition C19511, Buerger cZassified the transfbrmation of CsCl
•e
as a typical one caused by differential dilatation. This
transforraation consists of a uniaxial diZatation and a homo. on the plane normal to the axis of digeneous constraction

Zatation, where the number of first coordination can vary.
According to his expZanationr dilatation occurs along
one of Eour three-fold axes and contraction occurs on the
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plane normal to tte three-fold axis in the CsCl crystal struct-

ure. The three-fold axis conserves its symetry thropgh the
transi.tt.on. This transÅíormation is equtvalent to a defor-

mation oÅí the primitive cube of the low form to a rhombohedral
cell with three two•-fold axes which make 600 to each other.

Based on the Buerger's idea the "ion correspondence" between

both structures is shown (Fig.5). Zn addition, Fig.5 clearly
indicates that B7 and Bs on the unique axis move out of the
coordination of the ceneraZ ion A due to dilatation. His
rnechanisrn is apparently reasonabie from the view point of

symmetry, though simple cornputation reveaZs that the unit cell

of CsCl-type structure makes 45 percent dilatation and 10 percent homogenious contraction aiong the piane normai.to the
dilatation axis.

As described by Verma and Krishna (lg661, the deformation of the crystal shape should appear in the transition

as a result of Buerger's mechanism. The pre$ent results of

tt

x•-ray ctiffraction and the optical microscope mentioned above
for single crystals do not'tsupport Buerger's mechanism in the
transition.
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?.:tt.i.lll--b-Bi.-.'.--;li..'"-il

Fig.5e Structural relation
between the CsCl-type
and NaCl-type lattices
accordipg to Buerger.

ilZ..i.-E-B.g.-s-i-'.li7f:Bil'i-.,ag1i

2. The orientation relations of both '

structures

The CsCl-type and NaCl-type structures have.a primitive

and a face-centered gubic lattices, respectiveiy. Zn the

•" of a cube gf eight different
formert each ion is at the center

"t. "
-t

ions and is rnost nearest to the ions of diEfexent sign on all
the three-foid axes. It is obvious that'"the density oE ions
in CllO) planes are' g=eatest because they have the largest d-

spacing in the structure. Two kinds of ion are found on (110)
' :n the lattert each ion is coerdinated
planes w4th 1:1 ratio.

-- --

by siX different ions at the corners of a octahedron. AZI the
' neighbors are on the four-fold axes and have the '
nearest
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[lil]A'

A" [OOi]

/

[O11]

[oo

o'

o"

c

c'

ts

tt
B
[OIO]

B'

(100)
NaCl - Type

Cs Ct - Type
(a)

Fig.6.

{b}

The arrangements of ionst
the CsCl-type structure and
the NaCl-type structure.
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(a>
(b)

.

In
,

i.p

(llO>
(100)

layer of
layer of

opposite charge. The closest net plane in this structure is
aQal plane, wiiere positive and npgative ions alternate.

The results obtained by x-ray diffraction indicate the
' ist CIZO)cs/1(IQO)Nat in the
relation of IllO]cs/IIIOO]Nar that
transition. This relation indicates that the closest net plane
are considered through the transition. To rnake clear the eharacteristics of the closest planes in both structures, structural
layers parallel to CllO)cs and (100)Na are illustrated in Fig.

6Ca) and 6Cb), respectively. The directions of [Ul]csr [lll]es,
and [OOI]cs in Fig.6(a), and [OOIINa, [OZO]Na and [OOZ]Na in

-----> O'A't
- --->O'B't
-----ÅÄ
- - O"B" and O"C",
Fig.6Cb> are designated
O'C', O"A"r
respectively. In each iayert there are two characteristic
directions aZong which ions are closest.
rn the (110)
cslayer,
they are O'A' and O'B' with tetrahedral angle between thernt
o' in the (loo>
while they are o=i- Arl' and tt'
Nalayer and are nor'
-. both layers are similar in
ma2 to each other. Furthermore,

--

arrange!nent of ion. Howeverr they are different in the following properties; thett distance between the nearest ionst the
,
angle between the two cZosest directions; that is, LA'O'Bi and
IA"O"B", and the area per one lattice point or one chemical
formu1a.

3. Cell dimensions and structural properties
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The latti.ce con$tants of the low form of CsCl is 4.ll9 A
at 180C under one at mospheri.c pressure. The crystaZ of the
low form linearly expands with temperature increasipg unti.11

the transition point (Solid-Solid). At this point, the cell
dimensions of CsCl is 4.227 A. Just above the transition
pointr the cell ' '
dirnensions of the high form of CsCi is 7.077 A.
Therefore, the volume change in transition is about 17 percent of the volume of the iow form. This arnount of change is
very Large and comparabZe only to those of amrnonium halidest

rubidium nitrate in analogous eransition and tin.
ct is defined as the ratio of the cell dimension of the

high form at the transition point to that of the Zow form at
tOC, that ist ct=7.077/acs(t). The ratiot S of the area per
one lattice point in a given plane to that in (100) plane of
the low forra can be calculated by using ct. The ratio were

obtained for (100), (110) and (IZ2) in the Zow form and for

(IOO), (ZIO) and (111) in the high form. The closest three
pZanes in each structure were selected. The'values of S are
't
described in following table for the different planes.
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CsCl-Type

NaCl-Type

s

1OO}

1M/2-Jf67/2

(11O)
{111)
(112}

cl2/4.

MoC?/4
/ilgof2/4.

.

Table 2. S-values (explained in
three planes in the CsCl-

the text) of the ciosest
and NaCl-type structures.

Xn this tablet the S-values increase in the order oE
tt

CllO)<(100)<(ll2) for the CsCl-•type and of (IOO)<(llO)<(lll)
.
'
for the NaCl-type. The density per unit area, therefore, decreases with the above order.
rt is understood frorn Table 2 that
(OOI)
andboth
(Oll)
Na
Cs
' ' in the order of S-values.
planes are the second smallest
' the closest ,and the secohd
Thus, in the present tra`nsiti6nt

closest planes in one structure changes tnto the corresponding planes in the othgr structure, respqctively.
Since the ceii dimension oE the low forrn varies from
4.119 A at room temperature to 4.227 A at the transition point.
The S-value of Cllo)csbecomefi 5.3 percent larger during the

period. At the transition point, therefore, the S-value of
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CZiQlcst i$ only Q.9 percent la;ger than that of CIOO)Na.
Furthermore the s-value of COOI)cs is approximately equal to
t-. because SC.110)cs/SCIOO)Na is equal to
that•.pf C911)Nat

SCalZ)cs!SCOII)Na• As for the IZO plane gf the low form, the'
' point with ternperature is
change of the area per one lattice
shown in Eig.7 from Z80C to 4460C. ' Zn conclusion, the closest
'
planes which can be aonserved in the transition have approximateZy equal S-v' alues at the transiti.on temperatures.
2
(2•CI.;(t}•S/A2)

25.35

kEI

25.2O

O.9Olo

25.05

24.9O

1

24.75

e

24.6O

4.401o

24.45

e

24.30

e
N.

24 .1 5

24.00

1

23.85

(tZoc). '
Fig.7.

Chapge of the area 'per one lattice point pf-{llO} of

low forrn, between 180C and .4460Cp '
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the

V. Possible transition rnechanism

Based on the preceding considerations, one layer paraUel to CllO)cs appears to become into one layer parallel to
CZaO)Na in the transition by a s\stematic rearrangement of
the constituent ions in the layer. Therefore, the transition
mechanism is divided into the following elementary two processes : '

(a) One Zayer parallel to (110)cs changes to that para'
11el tO (IOO)Na'

(b) Formation of (100)Na-type propagates in She parent
aZong the directions perpendicular to.the layer.

1. Two-dimensional moverttents of ions in transition

'
Th.e arrangernent of ions of CllO)cs layer changes into

by the movernent of ionsr resulting in LA'otB'
that of aoo)
Na

CFig.6(a)) of 900 from tetxahedral angle. This can be done as
38

Eolzows. . A cixcle is draLwn on a lattice plane of CllO)cs

CFiLg.8Call. Suppose that the row lines, o'Bt and otB', rotate
in this circle symrnetrically with O'C' till LA'otB' becomes 900.

Then O'A' and O'B' im Fig.8Ca) move to O"A" and O"B" in Eig.8Cb)t

respectiveZy. This operation results in four-fold symetry
instead of two-feld symmetry, and a circle changes to an ellipse.
Therefore, the crystal of CsCl dilatates- l8 percent along O'C'
and shrinks 16 percent normal tolayer.
EF'EZci
in (uo)
However,
cs
such a deformation is conflict with the experimental results
and reasonable explanation must be given.
Ci) Mechanism of non-linear txansformation.

Zn the above sectien, only a linear transformation has

been considered. Each sguare ef the eZlipse must glide along
the srnaZl arrows in Fig.8(b) to build the circle shown by the

dushed line starting from the eiiipse. This means that the
initial bold Straight Zines, O"A" and O"B", in Fig.8(b) must be
transformed to the bold broken lines, O"A" and O"B"t in Fig.8(c).

rt to the bold line O"A" ,and O"B" in Fig.8
Ail row Zines parallel
O)).t must be arranged as those parallei eo the broken lines,

O"A" or O"B", in Fig.8(c). No deformation of lattice plane
takes place through this non-linear transformation.
Cii) The forrnula describing the transformation of one layer.
The movement oE each ion in this transition is consi'ideted

in rnore detail here. Zn this discussionr we shall consider
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[1 Tol

A'
1 [1 Ti]

,

/

[O tO1]

>o'

A

1 [O O 1]

') o

-tc

Å~/
'L

c

t

)"Å~

X[O1 Ol

[T11]

N,ts,

B

Bt
(a)

(b)

( 1 1O )cs

(1OO)Na

IA"
Eo o 1]
1•(t`

-'c"

[O1O]

N

B"

(c)
'

(1OO )Na
FSg.8.

Ca)
(b)

(c)

A cireie of the lattice net plane with two-

fold symtetry. .

A ellipse of the Zattice plane with four-fold
symetry, after linear-transformation of the
circle lattice plane in (a).
Lattice plane with square symmetry after gliding in the lattice of Cb).
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onZy the transEoiroation'C"b-'•!!.1. All the movements of i.ons are

treated hy two cornponents parallei to O'A' and otB' in the low

form (Fig.6Ca)1. Let's consider ftrst the ions on a straight
row Zine O'A'. Suppose that the Nth ion from the O' rnoves
' position along O'B' in the transijust !5afrorn the initial
cs
tion (!t+!!)t where acs is the cell edge of the low forrn. The
ion reaches a position where the same kind of ion exists.
This indicates that the movement of the Neh ion is not necessary for the transformation of ion. The rnovement of the nth
ion, required for changing the initiai line to a broken line,
is C!3/N)acsCn-[n/N]) in amountt where [n/N] represents the

integer part of n/N. The x and y axes in (lzo)cslayer are
refered to O'B' and O'A', respectively. The Xth ion on x and
Yth ion on y are assumed to move just Vr3acs from the initial
posieion along the y and x axes, respectively. After the'
movement, the ion corresponding to the Xth or Yth is on one
of the row lines parallel to O''
B' or O'A'. !n each layer of

ft of ions with least deform4tion results' in
ions, the movement
the following correspondence between the' lattice points of

the low form and ehose of the high formt which can be described
by the following equations :
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N" F,Nt- Mt- 2'INtk+ )li

• (1)

M" == N,+ M,+ 2'IM't'i Nlv ,

where N' and M' are the addresses of the lattice points of the
low form andt N" and M" are those of the lattice poinbs of the

high form. Three principai axes for each lattice are referred
to the' four-fold ones. N' and N" are the addresses along [OOI]
andr M' and M" along IOiO]. When dealing with the transformation in the single layer, the•above equations are simplified

by the conditiont L"=L'+M'=O. L' and L" are the addresses
along [100].
Ciii) Possible pair of CX, Y).
A rhorrtbus with a circZe of 7.077/2 A radii, shown in Fig.

9, represents a cell with the ail edges parallel to the threefold axes of Illl] and [lll] in (liO)cs layer in the low form.
Directions of [111]cs, [111]cs and [OOI]cs are delsignated as

---" --+ - ••

the vectorst O'A't O'B' 'and O'C't respectively. The distance
,
between ions is 7.321/2 A on row lines parallel to O'A'r while
7.07712 A along four-fold axis in the NaCl-type structure, at
the transition point.
The values of.'integers X and Y in equation(1) were obt'

ained by finding movements of ions to reduce the difference

between 7.32112 and 7.077/2.

'
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Zons are initi.ally. at the posttibns of O't A' and B'.

Nhen an i.on at O' is Eixed and that at A' moves to D' (the
intersection of the ceZi edges and the circle), the ion rnoved

to D' is just 7.07712 A far from O'. To change the initial
angle (A'O'B' into the angle LD'O'F' of the right angle, the

ion at B' must move into F'. The ion on F' is required to
shift Q.g percent out side along 6T'iitF' in order to make the

distance betiween this ion and O't 7.077/2 A. The same geometry
is held when an ion at A' moves to E' with O.9 percent shifts
along-O'E' and an ion on B' into G' because of mirror syrnrnetry.

simple computation shows that the total of absolute values of
--r'>
shifts aiong the two directions,
for-'-'-->
example, O'E' and O'E',
is minimized when ions at A' and B' move into segrnents D'E'
and F'G', r'

espectively. Deformation of layers a!so becomes

less. :f a possible pair CX, Y) is one of (7, 17), C8, l6),
(9r l6)t C9, 15)t (10, Z4)r (IZ, 13> and (12, 12), the ions

at A' and B' are in the range of the segments D'E' and F'G'.
The angles between the two iritersected row lines at O' are
.
89039', 90030', 89013', 89059', 90022' and 90036' in turn with

the seven pairs. As a result, the pair (10, 14) with 89e59t
can be regarded as the most preferable choice. Zf this pair
is kept in whole crystal, [OOI]cs and [Oll]Na show a misÅíit
of about two degrees,which is aiso observed in the expeE-iments.
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tOOI]

c

tlil]
E

o'

fi111
.

zo7Z

.

Fig.9. A rhombus representing a cell in (110} iayer
in the low form. Aaircle with a radii of 7.077/2A
is drawen in. the rhombus for the explanation of
the movement of ions in the transition (see text).
:n this form similar ions are at the apices and center
of the rhombus and another at the middle points of the
edges.
'
2. The structural chan9e in transition
'

Uniaxiai expansion in transition. The structuraZ change in the uniaxial expansion is schernatieally in Fig.

IO. The.at6mic configurations of the CsCl-tVpe of the boltom
,
half are joined with those of the.NaCl-type structures of'the
upper half in the figuret representin'g coexistence of the two
' COOI) layer of the high form. rn
forms. The top' half shows
the low foirn, evety''other row Zine oE ions on [lll] in the

plane parallel to the COOI) of the high forrn makes.a zig:zag

broken layer censisting of parts of (101) and (Orl). The uni-axial.expansion can take place by a transformation in which
'
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the bxoken la\er Qfi the iow Åíorra chapges to the Åíiat layer

of Caali wa".th only slight diN.splacements of ions. In the transi".tion ua.'ÅÄgl, CliO).cs'plane of the low Åíonn transforms to

aaOINa plane ef the high form with constant area as explained
above. Therefore, all the volume change of i7 percent should
appear along the direction normal to CllO>cs plane.
'
The two dimensionaZ
general forrnula representing the
correspondence between the lattice points of the low and high
forms has been derived in the previous section on the assumptton that ions rnove the shortest distances in the transformation.

The correspondence between the lattice points of both lattices
can be represented as folZows Åírom Fig.ZO.

V' = Le+ Mt
Ne+ Mt- [Li/2]
L"+ ]-1[ 2[
] (2)
N" = Ni- M,+

2X

M" = N,+ M,- [ll:'l:',] + 2[M'- N'-y[(L"+l)/2]J

where (X, Y)==(IO, 14).

The change of coordination number
tion of coordination nurrtber in transformation

as follows based oh the strueture change

. The reduccan be explained
described gbove.

Several polyhedrons of both structures

are shown in Fig.11.

The plane, passing through 03, 04, 07,

Os and a central ion,

is parallel to (110) in the Zow form and

to (100) in the high
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(OOI}
(100)

(Ol O)
NaCt-type

7

CsCl--type

(rx

)

(>l

)
>< )(Oii)

(110)

(1 01) .

E1 1)

Fig.10.

Chapge of She zig--zag plane consisting of
CIOI) and COIi) to the flae plane of (OOI)
causing the uniaxial expansion.in. the tran-
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in transitiont

eorm- ;E Ov 02, Os and 06 t:anslate by acs/4 toward Zeft
and 03t 04r 07t Os and a centraZ ton by acs/4 toward right,
the coordination around the central ions decreases frorn eight

to six. Ol and Os rnove out of the coordination of the central
ion. The rectangle 03040s07 is deforraed to a square with same
area. The distance between 03 and 04' elongates Z8 percent
and that between 03 and 07 shortens 16 percent compared with
the originaZ distances.'

3. The anisotropic expansion and twinning

When the crystals are mounted mechanically, they undergo tsfirinning. The twinning must be explained by the fact that

the crystal makes anisotropical expansion
along [llO]
csof the
low form. Because each specimen is rnounted in different

rdirection by the mechanical
mounting, a rnoderate stress works
,
on a crystal along the direction which i't is obliged to expand,
and the crystal behaves to avoid the effect of the stress.

This stimulates twinning or breaking of crystals. Zn case of
the .twinning, another expansion may be expected to occur aZong

the direction equivaient to lilOl and normal to the str6ss,
te.t with no cornponent of the stress. The orientation relation
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in twinnipg has been $hown by stexepgraphic projectio-n in
Ei.g.4thi. The ori)entations oÅí the tpÅëin individuals are re-

presented hy x and +t and that of the parent crystal by e.
IliO]cs ehanges to IIOO]ka of one of the twin individuals, and
tilO]cs to llOO]j:: of the other individual. These changes of
the 'two•-fold axis to the four-fold one indicate that the

uniaxial expansion has occured along each of two directions
oE IIIO]cs and [rlO]cs. Zt is important that the direction

of IliO]cs is normal to IliOlcs. Therefore, the present
twinning can be regarded as an effective mechanism by which
the crystal can divide the uniaxial expansion between two
diredtions normal to each other and to reduce the effect of
stress. [Chis explanation welZ explains the conservation of
the or ientation xelation, [llOl cs l/[100] Na and [OOII c sll IOZI] Nar

in the transition.

4. The observed and estirnated•values 'of expansion

The vaiue of tbe uniaxial expansion is
18 percent oÅí the original size of the low

estimated to be
form based on the

structure change. The observed values were

n to 15 percent

and always smaller than the estimated value

. The amount of
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expansibn CQr shxilik4ge). becQrge$ iess and the transparency of
specitnensx becQraes worse by the repettci.on of the transition

process. This situation may imply that increase of polycrystalli.zation or strain in parts of a specimen with repetition.
Polycrystallization or strain 'possibly takes place because of

the present unskilled technique of heating and cooling.
According to the recent observations on V.T.R.t the
shrinkage is often not sufficient in crystals and completes
'
only
after prolonged cooling and aneaiing. The incomplete

shrinkage is considered to have caused the discrepancy betweep the estimated and.obse=ved values.

5. Considerati.on on other transition mechanisms

The transition between siinple lattices, as shown in esCZ,
has been observed in many metals and aZIO'

ys, for exampZe, Fe,

'
Co, ri, Zr and ailoys of these metals
(1951, 1971).
The transition of these materials has been studied usually in
the process' from the high to low form or rapid cooling from
.
'
ternperatures
above eutectoid. This.=kind of transition is
called martensite transition, which is regarded to be diffus--
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ionless and to rnake cooperatiye movements.of atoms. !.n the
martensi.te transitibn, the s;tructure of Åícc changes to that
of b`c.vc bct or-ltlCR and the structure of-bcc to that oE- hcpt
t.. .
'
where the orientation reiations
are kept between the parent

and the martensite iattices. And the habit plane between both
'
structures is observed. Martensite
transitions show pronounced
hysteresis and show deformation. SurEace upheaval are also
produced. The volume changes in martensite transitions are
about 5 percent even in maxirnum oC Fe alloys Ci973).

The observations on CsCl described previousZy are not sufficient to regard the transition of CsCZ to be rnartensitic.

However, the transition of CsCl shows a few properties common

to the martensite one ,especially the
reservation of lattice•orientation relation and the deformation
caused by a systematic movement of ions.

Lattice orientation relations found in martensite transitio.ns are (111)fcc/1(119)bcc .or bct, (lll)fdcl/(OOOi)hcp .
1/ COOOI)
and (ilO)
for the transitions from fcc to bcc or

bcc
!h!gR ''
bct, from fcc to hcp and from bcc to hcp, respectiveZy. These
relations are equivalent to' convert the closest net plane of
one structure to that of the other one. CsCl also shows this
kind of convertibility as described above. These observations
mean that in transitions between at leastt simple structures
with ionic and metalic bonds, the closest net planes play an

5l.

important rQie fiox ehe str.uctuxaZ chapge. The equali,ty of the
densities in the closest planes' is expected to take place in

' most of lattice constants
the martensite transi.tionst though
'
of both phases have not been
reported.

Buerger has interpreted the phase transitions from the

structural view point. His interpretation seems reasonable
in order to understand the discontinuity or continuity of
internal energy at a tran'sition stxucturally and the rapidity

with which a transition takes pZace, etc. He also desc=ibes
that the transition in which the number of the first coordination changes is sluggish because the primary bonds must be
broken in this transition. Howeverr he introduced a mecha-nism of differential dilatation in order to explain that the
transition of CsCl and a few metals is rapid in spite of the

change of the first coordination number. The present work on
the transition of CsCZ indicates that the closest net pZane
.'
plays an important role in the transition
and must be exarrtined

rt transitions of metals and.alloys. Bec'ause
carefuZly for most
of this result, Buerger's mechanism of d'Sfferential dilatation

is considered not appropriate as a mechanism for changing
the first coodination number 'with rapid rate for this kind of
transition.
Because of large sublimationr -the transition CLÅÄH)'b' E

-'
NH4Br was not fully studied, but was found to be topotactic
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by the x-ray d#;fracti.on rnetbod

. The orientation relation

observed mas similar to that tn

CsCZ, indicating that NH4Bx

transforms by the sarne process

as in CsCl. The above orien-

tation relation was found to be

reversible by Fraser (1972).
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Conc lu sions
'

Caesium ChLoride has shown an anisotropic expansion of
about 15 percent parallel to IIZO] of the CsCl-type structure
in the transition from the CsCl-type to the NaCl-type structure.
The orientation relationst [1101cs!IUOO]Na and [OOI]csll[Oll]Na,

are heid between both type lattices in transition, that is,
the closest and the second cZosest planes in one structure
are converted into the corresponding ones in the other one. It
has been found by the comparison of the cell dimensions that
the densities of the convertible pianes of both type structures
are approxirnately equal at the transition point.

Based on the movement of ions that can expiain the
anisotropic expansion<or shrinkage) and the orientation relationst generaZ formulae xepresenting the correspQndence bet'
ween the lattice points of both structures have been obtained
e- t
as equations(2) in Chap.V g2. This mechanis'm of transition
't
does not need fu=ther deforrnation of crystal shape in the uni'

axiaZ expansion.
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